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ABSTRACT

The incentive regulation literature has focused on how to discipline the
regulated firm. Here we consider how price-cap regulation might enable the
firm to discipline the regulator. We show that under quite general
conditions, the firm will prefer profit-sharing to pure price-cap regulation
under which it retains one-hundred percent of its profits. Profit-sharing
limits the incentives of the regulator to take actions adverse to the firm's
financial interests. The discipline imposed on the regulator results in a
more profitable regulatory environment for the firm.



I. Introduction.

Public utilities in the United States and Europe have traditionally

been subject to rate-of-return (ROR) regulation. Under this form of

regulation, the utility is allowed to earn a specified return on invested

capital and recover all prudently incurred expenses. The efficiency

Price-Cap Regulation (PCR), under which the

distortions under ROR regulation are well-known and have been analyzed at

length in the literature. I

firm's prices rather than its earnings are capped, has recently attracted

considerable attention by regulated firms, public utility regulators and the

academic community. 2 Following the perceived success of PCR in early trials

involving British Telecom, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC)

adopted this new form of incentive regulation for AT&T and subsequently for

the Regional Bell Operating Companies. 3

Most of the formal literature on incentive regulation has focused on

the manner in which the firm is disciplined under a particular regulatory

. 4regIme. In this paper, we examine incentive regulation from a different

viewpoint, examining how the firm can discipline the regulator by choosing a

particular form of PCR that aligns the regulator's interests with those of

the firm. By effectively reversing the standard principal-agent

relationship, the firm may be able to induce the regulator to choose a

ISee Braeutigam and Panzar (1989) for a comprehensive treatment.

~e Autumn, 1989 Rand Journal of Economics is a special issue on price-cap
regulation. See, in particular, the articles by Beesley and Littlechild
(1989) and Schmalensee (1989). See also Brennan (1989), Cabral and Riordan
(1989) and Weisman (1992).

3
See Federal Communications Commission (1988).

4See for example Braeutigam and Panzar (1989), Brennan (1989), Cabral and
Riordan (1989), Caillaud, et. al. (1988), Sappington and Stiglitz (1987) and
Besanko and Sappington (1986).
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higher price or a lower level of competitive entry by adopting a form of PCR

that entails sharing profits with consumers. Our major result shows that if

demand is relatively inelastic and the regulator's weight on consumer

surplus is not "too large", the firm's profits will be higher under sharing

than under pure price caps. Sharing is thus a dominant strategy for the

5
firm, so that less really is more!

In practice there is an important distinction between the regulator's

commitment to a price-cap and the regulator's commitment to a specified

market price. As long as the regulator controls the terms of competitive

entry, market price is decreasing with entry, and such entry cannot be

contracted upon, the regulator's commitment to a specified price-cap may be

. I 6meanIng ess. This is a classic example of incomplete contracting. The

regulator must be given the requisite incentives to limit competitive entry,

7
but such incentives are absent under pure PCR.

The reason that pure PCR is problematic when competitive entry cannot

be contracted upon is that the regulator incurs no cost by adopting

pro-competitive entry policies since it does not share in the firm's

profits. Under pure PCR, the regulator is in some sense fully "insured"

against the adverse consequences of pro-competitive entry policies. Under a

profit-sharing scheme, the regulator can adopt pro-competitive entry

5Schmalensee (l989) argues that in many cases, the welfare gains from
sharing dominate those from pure price caps. This occurs because under
sharing, consumers directly benefit from the cost-reducing efforts of the
firm, whereas the firm retains all of the benefits of these efforts under
pure price caps. This welfare argument is very different from the strategic
argument offered here.

6The local telephone companies clearly did not believe that a price-cap
commitment was meaningless, as they agreed to significant rate concessions
and large-scale (unremunerative) network modernization in exchange for it.

7Under pure PCR, there is no profit-sharing with regulators (consumers).
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policies only at a cost of foregone shared profits. Consequently, the

regulator will generally be induced to adopt a less aggressive competitive

entry policy under PCR with sharing than under pure PCR. This is the manner

in which sharing rules can discipline the actions of the regulator.

The primary objective of this essay is to show that under quite general

conditions, sharing dominates pure PCR in that the firm's profits are higher

when profits are shared than when they are retained by the firm in full.

Sharing provides the regulator with a vested interest in the financial

performance of the firm. By sharing profits, the firm is able to exert

(indirect) control over the actions of the regulator. What is surprising is

that regulated firms are generally opposed to profit-sharing in practice,

perhaps because it is believed that the sharing rule affects only the

distribution of profits, but not their absolute level.

reflected in a recent filing by Southwestern Bell Telephone:

This sentiment is

Sharing of earnings is inappropriate for any regulatory reform
proposal. Sharing bands and floors continue the disadvantages,
for both customer and company, of rate base rate of return
regulation. Consequently, the basic economic principle of
incentive regulation will be subverted if any form of revenue
sharing is incorporated in an incentive regulation plan. . . . The
principal operative force in business, whether it be competitive
or regulated, is the quest for profits. 8

The irony here is that the regulated firm may object to sharing on grounds

that it subverts economic efficiency, only to discover that sharing leads to

higher realized profits.

The analysis proceeds as follows. The elements of the formal model are

developed in section II. The benchmark results are presented in section

8
Southwestern Bell Telephone (1992), Question 18, page 1 of 1.
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III. In section IV, we present our principal findings. The conclusions are

drawn in section V.

Appendix.

All proofs of formal results are relegated to the

II. Elements of the Model.

The regulator's objective in this problem is to maximize a weighted

average of consumer surplus and shared profits. Following the work of

Posner 0971, 1974), the regulator is able to "tax" the profits of the firm

and distribute these tax dollars to consumers. Let (3 denote the regulator's

weight on consumer surplus, and 0-(3) is the corresponding weight on profits

received by consumers. The regulator's "effective weight" on shared profits

is O-ex)(1-(3), where (I-ex) is the regulator's share of total accounting

profits. Through its choice of ex, the firm is able to influence the

regulator's relative valuation of consumer surplus. It is immediate that if

the firm chooses pure price caps (ex = 1), the regulator's objective function

is maximized by choosing the lowest price (highest level of competitive

entry) consistent with the firm's willingness to participate. 'By choosing a

value for ex on the interval [0,1), the firm provides the regulator with

vested interest in its financial performance. Under conditions to be

described, the firm is able to strategically exploit this vested interest

and realize higher profits as a result.

There are two "players" in the game to be analyzed, the firm and the

regulator. R A
The firm's realized profits are denoted by 1l = 1l - l/J(1), where

A
1l - q(p,e)p - c(q,llI) denotes the firm's accounting profits. I is the

firm's (unobservable) effort level, and l/J(I) is a monetary measure of the

firm's disutility in expending effort. We maintain the standard assumptions

that l/J(1) is an increasing, convex function so that l/J' (1) > 0, l/J"(1) > 0 and

t/J(O) = o. We define p to be market price, e is the level of competitive
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entry allowed by the regulator,9 Q(p) is market demand, q(p,e) is the firm's

Increased entry reduces the

~ 0.
10

demand, where q(p,O) = Q(p), qp< 0 and qe

referred to as the demand dissipation effect.

The condition q
e

~ 0 is

demand base for the regulated incumbent firm, ceteris paribus. The own

price elasticity of demand is defined by E: = -q (p/q).
p p

The firm's cost

function is C(q,l-LI) = c(q,l-LI) + t/J(I-LI) , where c > 0, C < 0 and c > O. We
q 1 11

assume further that that c (q,I) I = -00 and c (q,oo) = 0 V q. I-L is a binary
1 1=0 1

parameter that takes on the value 0 or 1.
11 The price cap set by the

00

regulator is given by p. With consumer surplus defined by S(p) = JQ(z)dz,
p

the regulator's measure of consumer welfare is WC(p) = /3S(p) + (1-/3)(l-ahl.

The firm's general problem is to

(0) Maximize

{a, e, I ,p}

subject to:

-(1) p ~ p,

(2) a e [0,1]; and

R A
1l = a1l (p,e,I) - t/J(I)

(3) e e argmax
e'

= I3j Q(z)dz + n-I3Hl-<thl(p.e"O).
p

9
Entry (e) is modeled as a continuous variable because the terms of

competitive entry are set by the regulator. For example, in the
telecommunications industry, regulators set the rates that competitors pay
to interconnect with the incumbent's network. Hence, low (high)
interconnection charges may be interpreted as liberal (conservative)
competitive entry policies.

10The subscripts denote partial derivatives.

llExcept where specifically noted, I-L = 1.
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III. Benchmark Solutions.

A. The First-Best Case.

We begin by establishing the benchmark "first-best" case. In this

case, the firm's effort choice is publicly observed and entry can be

contracted upon. Formally, the regulator's choice variables are a, e, p, I.

The regulator's problem is to

(4 ) Maximize

{a,e,p,I}

c A
W = {3S + (l-{3)(I-a)l1 (p,e,I)

subject to:

R A
(5) II = all (p,e,I) - t/J(I) ~ a

(6) a E [0,1],

where constraint (5) ensures that the incumbent firm is willing to operate

in the regulated environment, and constraint (6) places bounds on feasible

profit-sharing arrangements.

To begin, it is useful to characterize the optimal sharing rule.

Proposition 1. In the First-Best case:

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

If {3 E [1/2, 1], then a· = 1.

If a· < 1. then (3 E [0,1/2)

If {3 = 0, then a· < 1.

R
II = o.

Examining the limit points for f3 provides some useful intuition. When

f3 = 1, the regulator values only consumer surplus. Since the regulator does

not value shared profits (l-f3 = 0), it provides the firm with the full share

of profits. As a result, the regulator can set a relatively low price, thus

maximizing consumer surplus, while still inducing the firm to participate.
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When f3 = 0, the regulator values only shared profits. Here, the

regulator will set a profit-maximizing price and set 0:: at a level just

sufficient to induce the firm to participate (assuming, of course, that

maximal profit is sufficiently large).

constraint does not bind.

This implies that the profit share

For interior values of f3, the logic is similar. For f3 ~ O-(3), pure

price caps (0::- = 1) is optimal since the regulator can choose a price that

ensures consumer surplus exceeds shared profits. By the same reasoning, a

necessary condition for sharing to be optimal (0::- < 1) is that f3 < O-(3).

Hence, when a sharing is rule observed, it can be inferred that f3 < 1/2.

We now characterize the optimal choice of p, e and I.

Proposition 2. In the First-Best case:

(i) The optimal price is decreasing with (3 for f3 sufficiently small.

(ii) e- = 0: The regulator precludes competitive entry if q (.) < 0.
12

e

(iii) -c = l/J' 0): The efficient level of effort is achieved.
I

As f3 increases from 0, the regulator increases his valuation of

consumer surplus and decreases his valuation of shared profits. Hence, the

regulator reduces price below the profit -maximizing level, which

simultaneously lowers profits and increases consumer surplus.

The regulator can set price directly since p is a choice variable, or

choose a positive level of entry (e) in order to bring about the desired

market price indirectly. But the latter generates a "negative externality"

for the regulator in the form of the demand dissipation effect (q < 0).
e

By assumption, the regulator can tax the incumbent but not the entrant(s).

121 , . h f )t IS stralg t orward to show that when q = 0, price (p and competitive
e

entry (e) are identical policy instruments.
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Consequently, the use of e rather than p reduces the demand base upon which

the regulator earns shared profits (tax revenues). Hence, relative to price

(p), entry (e) is a strictly inferior policy instrument.

long as the regulator can choose p, he will set e· = 0.

B. The Second-Best Case.

It follows that as

We now investigate the second-best case in which I is not observed by

13the regulator. This case entails perfect commitment by the regulator over

entry (e). Formally, the regulator's choice variables are e, a: and p (or

p), while the firm chooses 1.
14

The regulator's problem is to

(7) Maximize

{a:,p,e,I}

subject to:

c A
W = (35 + (l-(3)(I-a:)Tr (.)

(9) a: E [0,1]; and

(10) I E argmax [a:.,l(.) - 1/10')].
I'

13The second-best problem is non-trivial here because of the presumed policy
instruments. If lump-sum, unbounded penalties could be imposed, and price
could be conditioned on observed cost, the regulator could make the firm
deliver the desired I by imposing a large penalty on the firm if dictated
cost levels are not achieved.

14The firm chooses effort, I, to maximize realized profits, or

(Ol I e arr:nax[<l[q(p,elP - c(q,I'l] - l/J(I'l].

Differentiating the first-order condition with respect to price, p, yields

(1) dI/dp = c q I[ -a:c - 1/1"0)] ~ 0,
I P II

as c < 0, q ~ ° and the denominator is negative since 1/1" > ° and c > 0.
I P II

The result that effort is decreasing (increasing) in price (output) has been

termed the "Arrow Effect" following Arrow (1962).
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The fact that the firm does not choose p in the Second-Best problem

stems from the fact that when the price-cap constraint binds, the

regulator's ability to set p is de facto ability to set p.

Lemma 1. The price-cap constraint binds at the solution to the general

Second-Best problem.

We now proceed to characterize the optimal sharing rule (0:).

Proposition 3. In the Second-Best case:

(i) If f3 = 1, then 0: = 1.

(ii) If f3 = 0, then 0: < 1.

If demand is perfectly price-inelastic then:

(iii) If f3 E [1/2, 1], then 0: = 1.

(iv) If 0: < 1, then f3 E [0, 1/2).

(v) Tl ~ o.

The interpretation of these results is similar to those discussed in

the first-best case. Here, the regulator must defer the choice of effort to

the firm.

positive.

This allows for the possibility that realized profits are

In the case of perfectly inelastic demand, the (indeterminate)

effort effects disappear and the results are identical to the first-best

case.

Proposition 4. In the Second-Best case:

(i) e = 0 if q < o.
e

(ii ) -c = 1/1'(1), if 0: = 1.
I

(iii) -c > 1/1' (I), if 0: < 1.
I

The interpretation here is similar to that provided for the first-best

case. If the regulator can set price directly, it is "inefficient" to
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employ competitive entry in order to set price indirectly. The efficient

level of effort is obtained only if (X. = I, otherwise, the firm under-invests

in cost-reducing effort.

IV. Principal Findings.

In the general third-best problem, the firm chooses 0: and I, and the

regulator chooses p (and e) . The firm is the Stackelberg leader in this

The firm anticipates the

problem in the sense that the regulator reacts to the firm's choice of

sharing rule (0:) with a choice of price (pl.15

reaction of the regulator. Hence, in order to induce the regulator to

choose a higher price, or to adopt a more conservative entry policy, the

firm must provide the regulator with a vested interest in its financial

performance. The firm provides such a vested interest by sharing its

profits. The firm's problem is to

(11) Maximize

{O:,I,e}

subject to:

(12) p(e) ~ p,

R
TC = o:[q(p,e)p(e) - c(q,I)] - 1/1(I)

(13) 0: e [0,1]; and

(14) e e argmaX[{3JQ(Z)dZ + [(1-{3)(I-o:)][q(p,e')p(e')-c(q,I)]]
e'

p

(15) subject to: o:[q(p,e' )p(e' )-c(q,I)] - 1/10) ~ 0,

15In the telecommunications industry, it is common for the firm to propose a
particular regulatory regime (i. e. , choice of sharing rule, (x). Once the
regulatory regime is in place, the regulator adopts a given competitive
entry policy (el. The timing in the third-best case thus conforms with
institutional reality.
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A number of preliminary observations are in order with regard to the

structure of this problem. First, the functional dependence of p on e

indicates that in this model the regulator may affect price only indirectly

through e. Second, it is necessary to subconstrain the incentive

compatibility constraint (14), which defines the regulator's entry decision,

to ensure the regulator cannot adopt competitive entry policies that cause

the regulated firm to shut down. Third, the price cap, p, is exogenous.

This treatment abstracts from the effect that more generous profit-sharing

might have on the price-cap, thereby focusing on the direct effect of

profit-sharing on entry policy. In order to satisfy the price-cap

constraint, it is necessary to impose the condition that p(O) ~ p, so that

it is within the regulator's control to satisfy the price-cap constraint.

This formulation of the firm's problem clearly reveals the "implicit

recontracting" problems associated with a price-cap regulatory regime when

the regulator controls the terms of competitive entry.

To begin to characterize the solution to this problem, we abstract from

the demand dissipation effect (by setting q ::; 0) and the firm's effort
e

choice (so that Il ::; 0, ensuring I ::; 0).

firm's problem is to

(16) Maximize llR::; a.[q(p)p-c(q)]

{a.,p}

subject to:

(17) a. E [0,1]; and

ex>

In this Third-Best Problem-I, the

(18) p E argmax [(3JQ(Z)dZ + [(1-{3)(l-a.)][q(p')p'-c(q)]

P '
p'

(19) subject to: a.[q(p')p'-C(q)] ~ °

11



The following Lemma allows us to identify conditions under which the

firm's choice of sharing rule influences the regulator's choice of price.

Lemma 2.

then p < o.
Q'.

If We (p) is strictly concave and demand is inelastic (£
p

< 1),

Here, inelastic demand is necessary to ensure that shared profits are

strictly increasing with market price.

The following Lemma establishes the firm's benchmark level of profits

under pure PCR.

Lemma 3. In the Third-Best Problem-I, the firm earns zero realized profits

under pure price caps (Q'. = 1).

Lemma 3 establishes that the regulator will set a price under pure PCR

that just prevents shutdown of the firm. When the firm chooses pure PCR (Q'.

= 1), it severs the regulator's vested interest in its financial

performance.

Having established that the firm can do no better than break even under

pure price caps (Q'. = 1), we now turn to the question of whether the firm can

earn strictly positive realized profits under profit-sharing (0 < Q'. < 1).

Proposition 5. If q = c = 0 and {3/1-{3 < I - [2£ /0+£2)], there exists
pp qq p p

an Q'. E (0,1) such that II > 0 in the solution to the Third-Best Problem-I.

Proposition 5 establishes conditions under which the firm can realize

higher profits under profit-sharing than under pure price caps. Figure 1

illustrates this result. For Q'. E (O,Q'.-), the regulator will choose a price

greater than marginal cost when the firm agrees to share profits with

consumers. The result is strictly positive realized profits for the firm.

Here, a "greed strategy" (i.e., zero sharing) is self-defeating in the sense

that the firm succeeds only in retaining one-hundred percent of zero

12



f
. 16pro 1tS. This result illustrates the "re-contracting" problem with peR.

When entry cannot be contracted upon (and q = 0), entry (e) and price (p)
e

are identical policy instruments. Hence, in choosing ex, the firm is

affecting the absolute level of profits as well as its distribution.

Setting Jl = 0 suppresses the firm's choice of effort in this problem, which

avoids the indeterminacy that arises when effort affects variable costs.

We turn next to analysis of the third-best problem in which the firm

chooses the level of effort (I) so that Jl = 1. In this formulation of the

problem, we assume that effort affects the fixed costs of production, but

not variable costs, so that the firm's (observed) cost function is of the

form C(q,I) = F(I) + c(q), where F(I) denotes fixed costs with F < 0 and
1

F > O. In addition, we assume an interior level of effort arises, as will
II

be the case, for example, if F (q,I) I = -00 and F (q,oo) = 0 V q.
1 1=0 1

We refer to this problem as the Third-Best Problem-II:

R(20) Maximize II = ex[q(p)p-C(q,I)]- ljJ(I)

{ex,p,I}

subject to:

(21) ex E [0,1]; and

00

(22) p E argmax [/3JQ(Z)dZ + [(l-/3)(l-ex)][q(p')p'-C(q,I)]
P '

p'

(23) subject to: ex[q(p' )p' -C(q,I)] - ljJ(I) ~ o.

We begin again by examining how the regulator's optimal choice of price,

p, varies with the firm's choice of sharing rule, ex.

161t is important to emphasize here that the firm does not share in order to
increase the price-cap, as this is fixed. The firm shares in order to
discipline the actions of the regulator 0. e., to discourage adoption of
liberal entry policies).

13



Hence, if demand is

Lemma 4. If WC(p) is strictly concave and demand is inelastic, then p(X < 0

in the Third-Best Problem-II.

Lemma 5. In the Third-Best Problem-II, the firm earns zero realized profits
under pure price-caps (0:: = 1), and so sharing rules (0 < 0:: < 1) weakly
dominate pure price-caps (0:: = 1).

We proceed now to determine the conditions under which the firm can

realize strictly higher profits under sharing than under pure price-caps.

Our main finding is stated formally in the next proposition.

Proposition 6. If q = c = ° and 13/[1-13] < 1 - [2C [l-c (p-c )/p]] /(l+c
2

),
pp qq p p q p

there exists an 0:: E (0,1) such that Tl > ° in the solution to the Third-Best

Problem-II.

The cost incurred by the regulator when he raises price (reducing

consumer surplus) is increasing in both f3 and c .
p

relatively inelastic and the regulator's weight on consumer surplus is not

"too large", the firm's profits will be higher under sharing than under pure

price caps. Figure 3 illustrates the values of 13 and c for which
p

profit-sharing is optimal for the firm.

Corollary to Proposition 6. For f3 = c = 0, the firm earns strictly positive
p

realized profits 'tJ 0:: E ( 0,1).

v. Conclusion.

The focus of the incentive regulation literature has been on how best

to discipline the regulated firm. Here, we have examined how the firm's

choice of sharing rule can serve to discipline the regulator's choice of

price or competitive entry. This led to our major result that if demand is

relatively inelastic and the regulator's weight on consumer surplus is not

14



"too large", the firm's profits will be higher under sharing than under pure

price caps. Hence, the finding that sharing is a dominant strategy for the

firm, or less is more!

The fact that regulated firms consider sharing rules a "capricious

repatriation" of earnings suggests that the strategic implications of

sharing are not well understood. There is a tendency for the firm to

confuse the regulator's commitment not to lower the price-cap with the

regulator's commitment not to lower market price. Yet, if the regulator

controls the terms of competitive entry and competition is effective in

reducing market price, the price-cap commitment is de facto no commitment at

all. In fact, a price-cap commitment may be worse than no commitment at all

because the regulator is forced to lower price indirectly with an inferior

policy instrument (Le., competitive entry). Paradoxically, the regulator's

willingness to honor the price-cap commitment can be harmful to the firm!

15



APPENDIX

Proof of Proposition 1.

Proof of (i) and (ii).

Substituting for Sand nA(p,e,I), the Lagrangian is given by

(AI) /£ = (3JQ(z)dz + (l-(3)(I-a.)[q(p,e)p - c(q,I)]

p

+ A[CX[q(p,e)p - c(q,IlI - t/J(I)] + l;[l-cx],

where A and ~ are the Lagrange multipliers associated with (5) and (6),

respectively. Maximizing with respect to a. provides

(AZ) [A-(l-(3)][q(p,e)p - c(q,I)] - ~ ~ 0 and a.[/£ ] = o.
a.

If /£ < 0, then a. = 0 and the participation constraint is violated. If a. >
a.

0, equation (AZ) holds as an equality, or

(AZ') [A-(l-(3)][q(p,e)p-c(q,I)] - ~ = o.

It is straightforward to show that when the participation constraint binds,

A ~ max [(3,1-(3], and in the case of perfectly inelastic demand, A =

max[(3,I-(3]. Suppose that max [(3,1-(3] = (3. From (AZ'), the first term is

positive, which for an interior solution implies that ~ > 0 and a.. = 1.

This proves (i). The contrapositive of (i) yields (ii). _

Proof of (iii).

Suppose that a.. = 1 when ~ = o. This implies that W
C

= o. But if a.. < 1,

then W
C > 0, \J I > 0 contradicting a.. = 1 as an optimum. _

Proof of (iv).

From (AZ'), If ~ < 1 and A = 0, we have a contradiction and n
R

= o. If (3 =

R1, then ~ > 0 which implies that A > 0 and n = O. _

16



Proof of Proposition 2.

Proof of 0).

(A3) j£ = -t3Q(p) + O-t3)(l-a)[q (p,e)p + q(p,e) - c q (p,e)]
p p q p

+ A[a[q (p,e)p + q(p,e) - c q (p,e)]] :s 0 and p[j£ l = o.
p q p p

Dividing equation (A3) through by q(p,e) and rearranging terms yields

(A4) -13'1 + [O-t3)(l-a) + aA][(q Iq)p + 1 - c (q /q)l = 0,
p q p

where '1 = Q(p)/q(p,e) ~ 1. Note that p > 0 since with p = 0, 1[ :s 0 and the

participation constraint is violated. Hence the only feasible solution is

an interior one. Substituting for e in (A4) yields
p

(AS) -(37 + [(1-(3)(I-IX) + IXAJ[I - Cp[(P-Cq)lPJ] = O.

Rearranging terms yields

(A6) 1 - £ [(p-c )/p] = 13'1/[0-13)(1-'1) + aA],
p q

(A6') -e [(p-c )/p] = t3'1/[ 0-13)(1-'1) + aA] - 1, and
p q

(A6") (p-cq)/p = [(1-(3) (1-IX) + IXA -(37]/[ (1-(3 )(I-IX) + IXAI] [l/Cpl
Now let 13 = 0 so that the regulator values only shared profits. By

previous arguments, we know that A = 0-13). Note that this implies from

(A6") that 13 < 1/2. Under these conditions, (A6") becomes

(A7) p-c /p = l/e ,
q p

which is the standard Lerner index. The regulator behaves as a profit-

maximizing monopolist.

We know that for 13 sufficiently small, A = 0-13). The general

expression for the optimal pricing rule under these conditions is given by

(A8) p-c Ip = [0-13 - 13'1 )/0-13)][1/£ J.
q p

Rearranging terms and simplifying yields

(A9) p-c Ip = [1- {3'1/0-(3)][1/£ J.
q p

Holding e fixed,
p

(A10) alat3 {p-c Ip} = [(-'10-13)-13'1)/0-13)2][1/£ ]
q P
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Proof of (ii).

(All) ~ = -f3p q(p) + (l-f3) (l-a.) [q p p + q p + p q(p) - c [q p + q ]]
e e pe e e qpe e

+ A[a.[q p p + q p + p q - c [q p + q JJ] ~ 0; and e[~ ] = O.
pe e e qpe e e

Dividing equation (All) through by p < 0 and rearranging provides
e

(A12) -f3Q(p) + (l-f3Hl-a.)[q p + q - c q ] + Aa.[q p + q(p) - c q ]
p q p p q p

+ [(l-f3)(l-a.) + Aa.][p-C ][q /p ] ~ o.
q e e

The first-line of equation (A12) is identical to equation (A3), which is

identically zero at an interior optimum. The second line of (A12) is

strictly positive if p > C (required for satisfaction of the participation
q

constraint) by (i) demand dissipation (q < 0) and (iil p < O. This
e e

implies that ~ < 0, which, by the complementary slackness condition
e

requires that e· = O. •

Proof of (iii).

(A13) ~ = -(l-f3Hl-a.)c + i\[-a.c - 1/1'0)] = o.
I I I

A corner solution is ruled out by the assumed properties of the cost

function. For 13 sufficiently small, A = 0-(3) and (A13) reduces to

(A14) [-c ] = [1/1'(0],
I

For (3 = 1, (A13) reduces to

(A15) a.A[-C ] = AI/1'O).
I

By previous arguments, the profit-share constraint binds at (3 = 1 which

implies that a. = 1. Hence, again

(A16) -c = 1/1'0),
I

the efficient level of investment in effort is achieved. Recognize from the

first-order condition on a. that if A = 0-(3), ~ = 0 and a. ~ 1; and if A :I;

0-(3), ~ > 0 and a. = 1.

in (A13) are equal V (3. •

This proves that the coefficients on -c and 1/1' (0
I

18



Proof of Lemma 1.

It suffices to show that p ~ p, where p is the firm's optimal price and p is

the optimal price-cap set by the regulator. The optimal choice of price for

the regulator and the firm are given by

(Al7) P E arp!!"'ax [(1-<t)(l-~)[q(p' ,e)p' -c(q, I)]]; and

(A18) p E ar;,!!",ax [<t[q(p' ,e)p' -c(q,I)] -"'(0].
The corresponding first-order condition for (AI7) is given by

(AI9) [q p + q - c q - c (dl/dp )] = 0,
p q P I

Rearranging terms and substituting for c yields
p

(A20) (p-c )/p = [1 - (c /qHdl/dp)][I/c ].
q I p

The corresponding first-order condition for (AI8) is given by

(A2l) a:[q p + q - c q -c (dl/dp)] -t/J'(IHdl/dp) = o.
p q P I

Recognize that dl/dp = 0 by the Envelope Theorem, so that (A21) reduces to

(22) (p-c )/p = l/c .
q p

It can be shown that dl/dp ~ 0, and c < 0 by the properties of the firm's
I

cost function. Comparing (A20) and (A22), it follows that p ~ p~ •

Proof of Proposition 3.

Using the first-order approach to the firm's choice of effort, I, the

Lagrangian is given by

to

(A23) ;e = f3JQ(Z)dZ + (l-f3HI-a:)[q(p,e)p - c(q,I)]

p

+ A[<t[q(p,e)p - c(q,I)] - "'(0] + "'[-<tc
I

- ",'(OJ + l;[l-<tl.

Consolidating terms and rewriting the Lagrangian, we obtain

to

(A24) ;e = f3J Q(z)dz + [(l-f3HI-a:) + a:A][q(p,e)p - c(q,l)] - At/J(I)

p

+ ¢[ -a:c - t/J' (I)] + ~[I-a].
I
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(A25) f. = [-(1-(3)+A][q(p,e)p-c(q, I) ]+[ (1-(3)(l-a)+aA][ -c (dl/da»)
a I

-~t/J'(I)(dl/da) + ¢[ -c - ac (dl/da) - 1/I"(I)(dl/da)] - E ~ 0; a[f. ) = O.
I II a

Rewriting equation (A25)

(A25') [A-(l-(3)][q(p,e)p - c(q,I)] + [(l-(3Hl-a)][-c (dl/da)]
I

+ A[ -ac - 1/1' (I) ](dl/da) + ¢[ -c - ac (dl/da) - 1/I"(lHdl/da)]
I I II

- E = O.

The expression inside the brackets of the third term is precisely the

incentive compatibility constraint. Hence, if ¢ > 0, the third term

vanishes, and if ¢ = 0, the fourth term vanishes. The term inside the

brackets of the fourth term is the first partial of the optimal level of

effort (I) with respect to a. It can be shown that this expression has a

positive sign. Hence, if A > 0, the first four terms of (A25') are all

nonnegative and at least one is strictly positive for (3 E [0,1]. This

implies that E > 0 and a = 1 V(3. •

Proof of (i).

Suppose that (3 = 1. The first three terms in (A25') are non-negative

and the fourth term is strictly positive. This implies that E > 0 and a =

1. •

Proof of (ii).

We claim that for (3 sufficiently small, the condition, a = 1, cannot

hold at an optimum. Suppose that (3 = 0 so that the regulator places a

weight of unity on shared profits. If E > 0 at (3 = 0, then the regulator's

pay-off is identically zero since (1-(3)(l-ahl = (1-0)(l-l)rl = o. We claim

that this is an optimum in order to arrive at a contradiction. Suppose that

a < 1. From (A25'), an interior solution requires that the first term be

strictly negative ~ A = o. R A
But if A = 0, then T[ ~ 0 ~ T[ > 0 VI > O.
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(A26)

A
Since a < 1, I-a > 0 which implies the regulator's pay-off is (l-a)(I-(3)Tr

A(l-a)(l)7[ > 0 which contradicts E > 0, a = 1 as an optimum. Hence, E = 0

and a < 1. •

Proof of (iii) and (iv).

~ = -(3Q(p) + [(l-(3)(l-a) + aA][q(p)p + q - c q - c (dl/dp)]
p q p I

-AI/I' (I)(dI/dp) + (j>[ -ac - 1/1"(1) ][dI/dp] + (j>[ -ac q ] = 0,
II Iq P

assuming an interior solution. Rearranging terms,

(A26') -(3Q(p) + [(l-(3)(l-a) + aA][q (p-c ) + q] + [(l-(3)(l-a)( -c )][dI/dp]
p q I

+ A[-ac - 1/I'(I)][dl/dp] + (j>[-ac - 1/I"(I)][dl/dp] - (j>[ac q ] = O.
I II Iq p

The fourth term in (A20') vanishes if (j> > O. Hence,

(A27) -(3Q(p) + [(l-(3)(l-a) + aA][q (p-c ) + q] + [(l-(3)(l-a)(-c )][dl/dp]
p q I

+ (j>[-ac - 1/I"(I)][dI/dp] + (j>[-ac q ] = O.
II Iq p

We assert for now (and subsequently prove) that e = 0 at an optimum so that

Q(p) = q(p,OL Dividing equation (A27) through by q(p), we obtain

(A28) -(3+[(l-(3)(l-a) + aA][(q Iq)(p-c ) + ll+[(l-(3)(l-a)(-c )][(dl/dp)(l/q)]
p q I

+ (j>[ -ac - 1/1"(1)][ (dI/dp)(l/q)] + (j>[ -ac ][q Iq] = o.
II Iq p

Substituting for c into (A28), we obtain
p

(A29) -(3+[(l-(3)(l-a) + aA][l - c (p-c )/p] + [(l-(3)(l-a)(-c )][(dl/dp)(l/q)]
p q I

+ (j>[ -ac - 1/I"(I)][(dI/dp)(l/q)] + (j>ac (c Ip) = O.
II Iq p

Let demand become perfectly inelastic so that c = o. It can be shown that
p

dl/dp = 0 when c = O. Equation (A29) thus reduces to
p

(A30) -(3 + [(l-(3)(I-a) + aA] = O.

From previous analysis, A > 0 => a = 1, so that (A30) reduces to

(A3l) -(3 + A = O.

Since A = max[(3,l-(3], (A3l) => (3 ~ 1/2.•
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Proof of (iv).

If a < I, then A = 0 and (A30) reduces to

(A32) -{3 + (l-{3)(l-a) = O.

Since a E (0,1]. satisfaction of (A32) requires that (3 < 1/2. -

Proof of (v).

This follows directly from the proofs for (iii) and (iv) above. -

Proof of Proposition 4.

The proof for (i) is similar in technique, though considerably longer and

more tedious, to the first-best result in proposition 2, part (ii) and is

therefore omitted. For the proofs of (ii) and Oii), recognize that -c
I

=

.p' (I) when a = I, -c >.p' (I) when a < 1 and appeal to Proposition 3. _
I

Proof of Lemma 2.

The regulator chooses the optimal price according to

00

(A33) p E argrnax [{3JQ(Z)dZ + [(l-{3)(l-a)][q(p')p'-c(q)]].
p'

p

Differentiating (A32) with respect to p, we obtain

(A34) -(3Q(p) + [(I-{3)(I-a)][q (p-c ) + q] = O.
p q

An interior solution requires that

(A3S) IX < 1- [~/[I-~][I-')P-Cq)/Pl].

Concavity of WC(p) requires that

(A36) a < 1- {3/[(q Iq )(p-c ) + (l-c q)] + 1][(l-{3)].
pp p q qq p

In the case of linear demand and constant marginal cost of production, qPP =

C = 0, Equation (A36) reduces to
qq

(A37) a < 1-{312(l-{3).

It is straightforward to show that

(A37') IX < 1-[~/[J-~][I-Cp(P-Cql/PI] < 1-W2(J-~) = (2-3~l/(J-~),

so that WC(p) admits an interior solution implies WC(p) is strictly concave.
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Differentiating (A34), the regulator's optimal choice of price, with

respect to a, we obtain

(A38) -l3q(p)p - (l-I3)[q (p-c ) + q] + [(l-I3)(I-a)][q p (p-c )]
a p q pp a q

+ q (p - c q p )] = O.
p a qq p a

Solving Equation (A38) for p , we obtain:
a

(A38') p =[(l-I3)][q (p-c )+ql/[-l3q +[(l-I3)(l-a)][q (p-c )+q (l-c q )+q ]].
a p q p pp q p qq p p

The denominator on the right hand side of (A38') is negative if

W
C

(p) is concave.

positive if

The numerator on the right hand side of (A38') is

(A39) q (p-c ) + q > o.
p q

Dividing (A39) through by q, we obtain

(A40) (q Iq)(p-c ) + 1 > O.
p q

Substituting for £ in (A40) we obtain
p

(A40') 1 - £ (p-c )/p > 0, or
p q

(A40") £ (p-c )/p < 1.
p q

A sufficient condition for (A40") to be satisfied is that £ < 1, or demand
p

be price-inelastic.

It follows then that if demand is inelastic (£ < 1) and WC(p) is
p

concave, then

(A41) p < O.•
a

Proof of Lemma 3.

The Lagrangian for the regulator's subconstrained optimization problem is

00

(A42) !f. = ~JQ(zldz + l(l-~)(l-al][q(plp-c(q)l + A [alq(p)p-c(q)J).

p

Consolidating terms, we obtain

00

(A43) f = I3JQ(Z)dZ + [(l-{3Hl-a)+a;\][q(p)p-c(q)].

p
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Imposing the pure price-cap (a = 1) condition,

to

(A44l !f. = [~fQ(zldz + A[q(PlP-c<qll].

p

Differentiating (A44) with respect to price, we obtain

(A45)) -l3q(p) + A[q (p-c ) + q] = 0.
p q

Since 13 > ° (by assumption) and q(p) > 0, a necessary condition for an

interior optimum is that A > ° which implies that Tl = 0, or the firm earns

precisely zero realized profits. _

Proof of Proposition 5.

Note that p = c for a = 1 and appeal to the proof of Proposition 6. _
q

Proof of Lemma 4.

The first-order approach to the regulator's optimal choice of price yields

(A46) -I3Q(p) + [(l-{3)(!-a)][q (p-c ) + q - F (dI/dp)] = 0,
p q I

where the participation constraint is initially omitted. It can readily be

shown that dI/dp = ° since c (q) = ° so that (A46) can be written as
I

(A47) -l3q(p) + [(l-{3)(!-a)][q (p-c ) + q] = 0,
p q

which is identical to (A34) in the proof of Lemma 2. The remainder of the

proof is identical to that provided in Lemma 2 and is therefore omitted. _

Proof of Lemma 5.

Recognizing that dI/dp = 0, the first part of the proof is identical to

that provided for Lemma 3 and is therefore omitted. If the participation

constraint binds, then Tl = 0.

bind then n R ~ 0. _

If the participation constraint does not
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Proof of Proposition 6.

(A48) d1lR = [q(p)p-F(I)-c(q)-aF (dI/da)-ljJ'(IHdI/da)]da
I

+ a[[q (p-C ) + q - F (dI/dp)] - ljJ'(IHdI/dP)] dp = O.
p q I

Recall that dl/da = 0 by the Envelope Theorem and dI/dp = 0 so that (A48)

reduces to

(A49) d1lR/dp = [q(p)p - F(I) - c(q)]da./dp + a[q (p-c ) + q].
p q

Hence, the gradient of the firm's iso-profit locus is

(ASO) dp/da I R = P = -[q(p)p-F(I) -c(q)]/a[q (p-c ) + q(p)] < o.
1l = 0 -a p q

R
See Figure 2. Let e(a) be the break-even price such that, given a, 1l = o.

The regulator's optimal choice of price varies with a in the

unconstrained case according to

(AS1) p. =[(!-I3)][q (p-c )+ql/[-l3q +[(1-I3H!-a)][q (p-c )+q (1-c q )+q l].
a p q p pp q p qq p p

We note that p. < 0 if demand is inelastic and the concavity condition is
a

satisfied. Let p·(a) define the regulator's optimal (unconstrained) choice

of price conditioned on the firm's choice of a. Let pea) define the

effective price set by the regulator for each choice of a by the firm.

It follows that

The reasoning is as follows. If the regulator sets pea) < e(a), the firm's

participation constraint is violated. Hence, price can never be set less

than e(a). If p·(a) > e(a), We is higher at p·(a) than it is at e(a). But

if p·(a) > e(a), then 1l
R > 0 and i\ = O.

We derive conditions for p·(a) > e(a), proceeding as follows:

(1) Observe that pea) ~ E(a)

(2) Determine the conditions under which Ip; I >IEa I·
(3) Determine if the conditions in (2) hold on a non-degenerate interval.

(4) Conclude that 3 a E (0,1) for which p·(a) > e(a) ~ 1l
R > 0 ~ sharing

dominates pure price caps.
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In the case of linear demand and constant marginal cost of production,

q = c = o. Equation (ASl) reduces to
pp qq

(AS3) p. = [(1-/3)][q (p-c ) + q]/[-/3q + 2(1-/3)(1-0:)q ]
0: P q P P

and recall that

(AS4) p = -[q(p)p-F(I)-c(q)]/o:[q (p-c ) + q(p)] < o.
-0: P q

Let

(ASS) P = -[q(p)p]/o:[q (p-c ) + q(p)] < O.
-0: P q

Recognize now that IEo: I > IEo: I, since F(I) + c(q) > o. Dividing equation

(ASS) through by q, we obtain

(AS6) p = -p/o:[(q /q)(p-c )+Il.
-0: p q

Upon substitution of c ,
p

(AS7) p = -p/o:[1-c (p-c )/pl.
-0: p q

Dividing equation (AS7) through by q,

(AS8) p. = [[(1-/3)][(q /q)(p-c )+1l]/[2(1-/3)(1-0:)-/3][(q /q)l.
0: p q P

Upon substitution of c •
p

(AS9) p. = -[ (1-/3) ][1-c (p-c )/p]/[2(1-/3)(1-0:)-/3][c /pl.
0: p q P

Multiplying through by p,

(A60) p. = -[ (1-/3) ][p-c (p-c )]/[2(1-/3)(l-0:)-/3lc .
0: p q P

The relevant comparison is between equations (AS7) and (A60). We explore

sufficient conditions for Ip; I > Ieo: I, or

(A6l) [(1-/3) ][p-c (p-c )]/[2(1-/3)(1-0:)-/3]c > p/o:[1-c (p-c )/pl.
p q p p q

Multiplying the numerator and denominator on the right-hand side by p,

(A62) [(1-/3)][p-c (p-c )]/[2(1-/3)(1-0:)-/3]c > p2/0:[p-c (p-c )],
p q p p q

(A63) o:[(1-/3)][p-c (p-c )]2 > p2[2(1-/3)(1-0:)-/3lc ,
p q p

(A64) o:[(1-/3)][I-c (p-c )/p]2 > [2(1-/3)(1-0:)-/3lc ,
p q p

(A6S) o:[l-c (p-c )/p]2 > 2(1-0:)c ~ 2[(l-/3)(1-0:)-/3lc ,
p q p p

(A66) o:[1-c (p-c )/p]2 > 2(1-0:)c , and
p q p

2 2(A67) o:[1-c (p-c )/p] > o:(1-c) > 2(1-0:)c ,
p q p p
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Hence, if the exogenous two-tuple ({3,£ )
p

since (p-c )/p < 1. Expanding the middle term in (A67),
q

2(A68) aO-2£ + £ ) > 2(1-a)£ ,
p p p

(A69) aO-2£ + £2)-2£ +2a£ > 0, and
p p p p

(A70) aO+£2)-2£ > o.
p p

Solving (A70) for a,

(A71) a > 2£ /0+£2).
P p

2 c
Let a = 2£ /0+£). By Lemma 2, W (p) admits an interior solution when

- p p

(An) ex < 1- [1lI1l-/'lH1-,)P-Cq}/plJ.

Let iX = 1-[1lI11-/'lH1-')P-C
q
)/PI).

defines a non-degenerate interval such that a < a, 3 a E (~, a) such that

Ip; I > Ie
a
I '* p·(a) > e(a) '* 1/ > 0. It follows that the firm earns higher

profits under sharing (0 < a < 1) than under pure price caps (a = 1).•

Figure 4 illustrates the relationship between the gradient of the

iso-profit locus (p ) and the gradient of price along the iso-welfare locus-a

If a < a, there exists a sharing rule (0 < a < 1) for which p.
a

diverges from p and the firm earns strictly positive realized profits.-a

Proof of Corollary to Proposition 6.

Appeal to the proof of proposition 6, and note that (3 =

(0,1). •
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Figure 3. Feasible region for (~, £p) that
define non-degenerate intervals
for (a, a).


